
ANNEX AS

THE RADIAC CALCULATOR NO 2

DESCRIPTI ON OF CALCULATOR

2. a. outer disc: narked in Roentgens which may be a dose or a dose-rate.

'l . The calculator is used in coniunction with Radiac Survey lvleter readings at
known locations which are rel ated to the time after explosion of a bonb or, nore
usually, from 7 hours after the mid-point time of an attack, ie-the DR7 time.
Fa'l Ioui-naximum must have been reached and the steady decay period have started.

CONSTRUCTION

b. Intermediate di sc:
af ter EIp''l osi5frl--
c. Inner di sc: marked
tota'l ?63ETEce-ived over

I4ETHODS OF USE

marked in mi ns /h ou rs,/days /weeks relating to tine

in mi ns /hou rs /days/weeks and used in measuring the
a period of tine,

3. To deterfline future or past doses or dose rates

a. Note dose fron radiac survey meter on outer disc.

b. Note time after explosion at which the dose was taken on interflediate
disc.

c. Locate (b) under (a), then read off future or past dose or dose rate
opposite the appropriate time after explosion.

To detenrine the dose absorbed in a known time

a. t4ethod l:
(l) set outer and intermediate discs at the known dose and time as
in l. above.

(2\ Locate the time after explosion at which the exposure }rill start
on the inner disc opposite the "start exposure" arrow.

(3) 0n the inner disc add the known period of exposure to the start
time and follow the guide lines back to the outer disc where the dose
accrued is read off. This dose is that absorbed during the time of
exposure. Interpol ate careful'ly betlreen the guide lines where
necessary.

l4ethod 2b.

(l) Set outer and 'intennediate discs at the known dose and time.

{2) Detennine the midpoint time of exposure (eg if exposure is for
4 hours starting at H +'10, the mid-point is H + l2).

(3) Read off the dose rate opposite the midpoint tine and multiply
it by the length of the exposure,
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5. To determine the Deriod of time which can be spent in a radio-active area
before

a. Set outer and intermediate discs at the known dose and tioe. Set the
inner disc with the time at which exposure wi1'l start opposite the "start
exposure " arrow.

b. Locate on the outer disc the dose to be accrued and fol]ow the guide
lines (interpolating as necessary) through to the inner disc. llhere the
guide line neets the jnner disc read off the tifle after explosion at which
the exposure must end.

c. Deduct the tine shown opposite the "start exposure" arrow fron the
time determined at b. above, to g'ive the number of hours which can be worked.

6. To determine ear'liest start time: (where permitted dose and exposure tiines
are known-T--

a. Method I :
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(l ) Set outer and intennediate discs at known dose and time.

(2) Locate the permitted radiation dose on the outer disc and follow
guide lines (interpolating as necessary) up to the inner disc.

(3) By trial and error turn the inner disc to fit the known period
of tirE between the "start exposure" arrow and the point found at (2)
above.

(4) Read off from the inner disc the time at which exposure can
start, which is under the "start exposure" arrow.

b. [lethod 2:

(1 ) Set outer and intennediate discs at known dose and tine.

(2) Divlde the maximum permitted dose by the time in which it is to
be accrued to obtain a midpoint dose.

(3) Read off under the dose detennined at (2) above, a tine on the
intermediate dJsc which is the midpoint tlne of exposure.

(4) Deduct ha'lf the total exposure time to give a start time.

NB: Ihe "H + I'tines will need to be converted to clock times for the custofier.
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